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Glossary of Terms
Following are definitions of a number of technical terms used in this report. These are provided
in order to allow the reader to gain a better understanding of the methods, data, and
assumptions used in the city-wide drainage study, as well as the results obtained.
x

Acre-Foot – This measure of storage is defined as one acre of land inundated at a depth of
one foot. Because one acre of land covers 43,560 square feet, an acre-foot therefore totals
43,560 square feet x 1 foot = 43,560 cubic feet. In common usage by engineers, an acrefoot of storage represents any product of area and depth that yields a value of 43,560 cubic
feet (e.g., 4,356 feet x 10 feet = 43,560 cubic feet = 1 acre-foot).

x

Capacity – The capacity of a drainage system refers to the ability of that drainage system to
carry the peak (maximum) runoff rate from a designated design storm event. For example,
a storm sewer with 2-year storm capacity has the ability to collect and convey the peak
runoff rate generated by that rainfall event within the pipe system without overflow or
flooding along streets drained by the system.

x

Capital Improvements – This term refers to significant public infrastructure projects for
which a city or county has establish a priority and set aside funding. Capital improvement
planning typically involves proposed improvements over a 5-year to 10-year period of time,
and possibly longer.

x

Detention – The term “detention” refers to the temporary storage of storm water for the
purpose of mitigating a potential downstream impact. The impact typically results from an
increase in runoff due to the placement of impervious materials or to increases in peak
runoff rates due to increased efficiencies in drainage systems, as happens when natural
overland drainage is replaced with storm sewer systems. Detention may take the form of
“on-site” storage, which is located on or immediately adjacent to a project site, or “off-site”
storage, which is provided at a location some distance from the project site.

x

Earthen Channel – An “earthen” channel is one that is not lined with concrete or other
material. The slopes and bottom of an earthen channel are typically covered with grass.

x

Opinion of Probable Cost – This term refers to an estimate of design and construction
costs for a given project. This estimate is based on the best available information, including
construction quantities based on engineering studies, reasonable and up-to-date unit costs
based on recent actual bids, and engineering design costs based on generally accepted
percentages of construction cost. Opinions of probable costs are subject to change as unit
prices often fluctuate over time, and data and assumptions may change as more detailed
design information is developed. A contingency is typically included in an opinion of
probable cost to cover potential costs associated with ancillary items not identified in detail
for planning studies. The contingency is reduced as more detailed designs and estimates
are prepared. In this report, opinions of probable cost do not include costs (land acquisition,
design, or construction) for detention.
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x

Planning Area – A “planning area” is defined for this report as a geographic region for
which requirements for drainage infrastructure upgrades have been defined. The number of
planning areas is based on a desire to maintain an average cost of around $5,000,000 per
planning area. Note that planning area numbering sequences do not identify priority of
improvement or future implementation.

x

Recurrence Interval – This is the average, long-term interval between storm events that
produce a given rainfall depth within a given duration. For example, a 2-year event might be
expected to occur, on average, about once every two years. The storm probability (change
or occurring within any given year) is estimated using the following equation.
Probability = [1 / Recurrence Interval] x 100%
For example, the probability of occurrence of a 100-year event is [1/100] x 100% = 1%.

x

Trunk Line – A main storm sewer line that collects runoff from smaller, tributary storm
sewer lines and carries the combined flow to an outfall at the drainage channel.

x

Two-Year Storm – A rainfall event that has approximately a 50% chance of occurring in any
given year. The event is typically categorized as a given amount of rainfall in a specified
period of time. This data is based on statistical studies of historical rainfall events in the
Houston metropolitan area.

x

One Hundred-Year Storm – A rainfall event that has approximately a 1% chance of
occurring in any given year. The event is typically categorized as a given amount of rainfall
in a specified period of time. This data is based on statistical studies of historical rainfall
events in the Houston metropolitan area.

x

NOAA Atlas 14 – This term refers to National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) publication titled “Atlas 14, Volume 11 Precipitation-Frequency Atlas of the
United States, Texas” and issued in October 2018 to provide updated rainfall data for
storm events ranging from the 2-year through 1000-year recurrence interval and from
5-minute to 60-day duration. Rainfall depths published in Atlas 14 are generally
higher than those used previously in the Houston area. The following table provides a
comparison of pre-Atlas 14 and Atlas 14 rainfall values for 2-year and 100-year events
with durations ranging from 5 minutes to 1 day.

Duration
5-min
15-min
Pre-NOAA Atlas 14 Data
2-Year
0.7
1.1
100-Year
1.2
2.1
NOAA Atlas 14 Data
2-Year
0.58
1.17
100-Year
1.26
2.49
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Summary of Rainfall Totals
Pre-NOAA Atlas 14 and NOAA Atlas 14
30-min
1-hour
2-hour
3-hour

6-hour

12-hour

1-day

1.5
3.0

2.0
4.3

2.3
5.7

2.6
6.7

3.1
8.9

3.7
10.8

4.4
13.2

1.67
3.48

2.22
4.78

2.79
6.89

3.13
8.48

3.75
11.30

4.40
14.00

5.11
14.90
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Executive Summary
HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR) has completed drainage planning studies and assessments for the
City of West University Place (City) per the approved proposal dated July 12, 2017. These efforts
were performed in phases, and the scope of work for different portions of the city varied according
to the type of work requested by the City and the level of detail required from one area to the
other. The combined effort reflects a general city-wide drainage capacity evaluation, with more
detailed assessments and studies of specific areas within the City. The methodology, results, and
recommendations related to each portion of the work are discussed in this report. Previous
drainage capacity evaluations that were completed for the City are also discussed. The overall
work effort is divided into five (5) phases as described below.
x

Phase 1: City-Wide Drainage Evaluation. The first phase of the effort involved a general,
city-wide evaluation of existing storm sewer systems within the City of West University
Place. This evaluation was aimed at identifying those portions of the City where drainage
improvements may be needed to convey the City’s basic requirement of a 2-year storm
event as defined by the City of Houston. This standard storm event is widely used and
accepted by many cities throughout the Greater Houston Area.
The Phase 1 effort included capacity evaluations, identification of storm sewers with
insufficient capacity to satisfy basic requirements, and the development of
recommendations for storm sewer sizing in areas where capacity deficiencies were
identified. Existing storm sewer alignments were also evaluated to determine whether
changes would lead to cost efficiencies. The city-wide drainage evaluation is further
discussed in later sections of this report.

x

Phase 2: Buffalo Speedway Drainage Analysis. This phase of the effort involved a
detailed analysis of existing Buffalo Speedway drainage capacity and the development of
recommendations for increasing capacity to limit roadway flooding during periods of heavy
rainfall. This effort is connected with proposed Buffalo Speedway paving improvements
using funds provided by the Houston-Galveston Area Council (HGAC) via the
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The Buffalo Speedway drainage analysis,
results, and conclusions are presented in a draft October 19, 2018 report titled “Buffalo
Speedway Improvements – Drainage Preliminary Engineering Report” (Appendix A).

x

Phase 3: Identification of Potential Near-Term Drainage CIP Projects. This phase of
the work effort involved the identification of potential Capital Improvement Projects (CIP)
in Planning Areas 1 through 3, which are located in the eastern and southwestern portions
of the City. Later sections of the report describe additional planning areas established
around the City. Planning Areas 1 through 3 were defined via review of the drainage
assessments completed in Phase 1 and the City’s Roadway Rehabilitation Status Map
dated 2017 (Attachment A) .
Planning area boundaries for Areas 1 through 3 were
developed by identifying areas where both drainage and roadway upgrades are needed.
Preliminary storm sewer sizing calculations and a preliminary opinion of costs for each
planning area were prepared in connection with the Phase 3 work effort.
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x

Phase 4: Drainage Improvements for Cul-de-Sac Streets. This phase of the work effort
involved an evaluation of drainage along nine (9) City streets which terminate at cul-desacs and drain to an existing “shared” storm sewer system located along the shared
corporate boundary between West University Place and Southside Place. These streets
were originally evaluated in 2017 and then re-evaluated as part of Phase 1 as described
above. Because the existing shared system receives storm runoff from both cities, and it
is located in a limited easement with significant encroachments and obstacles to access
that may impede construction, a plan was developed for utilizing a new storm sewer
alignment along Auden Street in Southside Place. Our analysis indicated that drainage
improvements constructed along Auden would significantly improve drainage along the
nine referenced streets within West University Place.

x

Phase 5: City-Wide Drainage Improvements. This phase of the work effort involves
the development of a city-wide drainage strategy, incorporating previous work completed
in Phases 1 through 4 plus the development of recommendations for additional Planning
Areas located around the City. Subsequent sections of this report describe the plan and
summarize the probable costs of all improvements identified in connection with the overall
study effort.

The results of these investigations indicate that about one-half of the City’s existing storm sewer
pipes satisfy the 2-year capacity requirement. Trunk lines along Academy Street and Buffalo
Speedway, in addition to the shared system along the boundary between West University Place
and Southside Place, are undersized and in need of improvement. In order to facilitate the
planning and funding of drainage projects within the City, twelve (12) Planning Areas have been
established around the city, and a number of trunk line improvement projects have been identified.
Opinions of probable costs associated with the general Planning Area upgrades to all storm sewer
collection systems and drainage trunk line upgrades total approximately $85,200,000 without
accounting for detention. Detention estimates developed
in connection with this study are summarized in the table
at right by major drainage area. Detention evaluations
completed in 2016-17 indicate that properties of the size
necessary to provide regional detention are not available
within the City or within the immediate vicinity.
Coordination with the City of Houston and Harris County
Flood Control District may allow the City of West
University Place to negotiate terms regarding a regional
detention arrangement that would prove beneficial and cost effective solutions. The information
on the following page represents individual trunk line and priority area projects.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) published “Atlas 14, Volume 11
Precipitation-Frequency Atlas of the United States, Texas” in October 2018, after the
studies referenced in this report had been completed. The pre-Atlas 14 data were used
for the studies described in this report. In order to account for the potential adoption of Atlas
14 and use of increased rainfall values in the future, an “Atlas 14” adjustment of 5% has been
developed opinions of probable cost generated for Planning Areas 1 through 12. The Atlas 14
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adjustment is not applied to Trunk Line projects, as the methods used for those projects to
establish drainage requirements and costs were more stringent and somewhat more conservative
than those applied to the local planning area systems.
Trunk Line Project Costs
Academy Street (Base Option) ….…………...
Shared System / Auden ……………………...
Buffalo Speedway ………………………….….
Sub-Total for Trunk Line Projects ..…….……

$ 14,700,000
$ 3,100,000
$ 15,200,000
$ 33,000,000

Planning Area Project Costs
Planning Area #1 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #2 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #3 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #4 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #5 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #6 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #7 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #8 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #9 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #10 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #11 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #12 ….……..……………………..
Sub-Total for Planning Areas ..……………….

$ 6,900,000
$ 8,400,000
$ 9,400,000
$ 3,300,000
$ 4,500,000
$ 2,600,000
$ 2,700,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 2,800,000
$ 2,800,000
$ 3,100,000
$ 3,700,000
$ 52,200,000

Contingency for Update to NOAA Atlas 14 Rainfall $

2,600,000

Total for Trunk Lines & Planning Areas …………… $ 87,800,000
Future Detention Cost ………………………………….. $ TBD
Total Project Cost ……………………………………..... $ TBD
Opportunities for grant funding and other funding assistance are being pursued by the City as
appropriate to satisfy the financial requirements associated with future drainage improvements
and related roadway rehabilitation work. Additionally, sharing of funding with the City of Southside
Place is being investigated in connection with the Shared System/ Auden project.
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Background Information

Bellaire

The City of West University Place is located in southwestern Harris County at 29°42′57″N
95°25′59″W (29.715929, −95.432992). Figure 1 illustrates the City limits and its boundaries. The
City’s drainage infrastructure was originally developed in the 1940s and consists of reinforced
concrete pipe storm sewers with curb-and-gutter streets that convey storm water along the
surface during heavy rainfall events.

Houston

Figure 1: General Vicinity Map

Drainage typically follows topography, and in the City of West University Place, ground elevations
are highest in the northwestern portion of the City and lowest in the southeastern portion. Figure
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2 illustrates the general topography of the City, with red areas indicating relatively high elevations
and blue areas indicating areas of relatively low elevations.
Significant areas within the City of Houston drain through West University Place in existing
drainage systems running from north to south, including Academy Street, Buffalo Speedway, and
Kirby Drive storm sewers, as well as Poor Farm Ditch. The City of Bellaire, on the other hand, is
separated from West University Place by a railroad embankment, and only a very limited amount
of storm water crosses the shared corporate boundary between those cities.

City of Houston

Drainage
Outfall

Natural
Flow
Direction

City of Bellaire

City of Houston
Figure 2: Topographic Map

Drainage Infrastructure: Past and Present
The City of West University Place is located within the Brays Bayou watershed. An array of
waterways and drainage systems collect the City’s storm water runoff and carry it southward to
Brays Bayou. The channel of Brays Bayou passes a short distance to the south of the City, flowing
generally from west to east (See Figure 1). Storm runoff from the City is drained southward to
Brays Bayou via a number of waterways and drainage systems, including Kilmarnock Ditch, Poor
Farm Ditch, and the Kirby Drive storm sewer system (see Figure 2 for locations of City outfalls).
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate sections of the Brays Bayou channel. As indicated in these
photographs, the channel is very large and well-defined, with concrete lining in the lower section
to increase conveyance capacity and protect the channel from erosion.

Figure 3: West Side of Brays Bayou at Stella Link Road (South of the City)

Figure 4: East Side of Brays Bayou at Buffalo Speedway (South of the City)
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The original street and drainage layout developed for West University Place in 1943 is illustrated
in Figure 5. That original drainage system included storm sewer systems that drained to
Kilmarnock Ditch, Poor Farm Ditch, and Kirby Drive and then on to Brays Bayou in much the
same way as they do today. The general alignments and locations of the major drainage systems
outlined in Figure 5 have not significantly changed in most areas of the city, with the exception of
the Kirby Drive system, which drained to the east in 1943 but now continues to the south along
Kirby Drive to Brays Bayou.
Kirby Drive

City of
Houston

Buffalo Speedway
University Blvd.

Academy Street

City of
Southside
Place

Holcombe

Bellaire Blvd.

Kilmarnock Ditch

City of
Houston

Poor Farm Ditch

City of
Houston

Figure 5: Original Street and Drainage Layout Developed in 1943

The photographs below illustrate a portion of West University Place as it appeared in 1946, along
with a view of the same area in 2019. These photographs are provided to demonstrate that
drainage conditions have changed significantly since the City’s original storm sewer drainage
system was designed in 1943. As may be noted from an examination of the photos, the amount
of impervious cover has increased significantly as homes have become larger and more closely
spaced.
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Figure 6 is a December 1944 map that
shows the area originally developed as West
University Place. Brays Bayou, Kilmarnock
Ditch, and Poor Farm Ditch are clearly
visible in the figure. It should be noted that
the areas north and south of West University
Place were undeveloped in 1944. These
areas were subsequently developed as
single-family, multi-family, and commercial
areas within the city of Houston.
These photographs are provided for the
purpose of illustrating the changes that have
occurred in terms of urbanization in and
around the City of West University Place
over the years. As a result of the increase
area and density of development in the area,
storm runoff rates and runoff volumes have
increased significantly over the years.
In addition to illustrating urbanization
patterns, Figure 6 also illustrates the fact
that a number of major drainage
infrastructure components in the West U
area have been in place for many years.
Kilmarnock Ditch may be seen extending
southward from Bellaire Boulevard to Brays
Bayou, and Poor Farm Ditch still follows the
same basic course to Buffalo Bayou that it
did in 1944. Brays Bayou is also clearly
visible, but was much smaller and had not
been concrete lined as it is today.

West U in 1944

West U in 2019

Another difference between prior and current conditions involves the Kirby Drive outfall to Brays
Bayou, which did not exist in 1943. As indicated in Figure 5, the original Kirby Drive system
drained to the east. Later improvements by the City of Houston resulted in construction of the
existing outfall to Brays Bayou.
The information provided in this section illustrates the changes that have occurred over a period
75 years within and around the City of West University Place. Those changes include increased
development north and south of the City, coupled with increased impervious cover within the City
itself. These changes have increased storm runoff and runoff rates, increasing the load on the
drainage system within West University Place.
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Kirby

Bissonnet

Holcombe

Bellaire

Poor Farm
Kilmarnock Ditch

Ditch

Figure 6: West University Place in 1944
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In 1993 Langford Engineering, Inc. and the City of West University Place kicked off an
infrastructure planning program. Engineering work on the program was subsequently taken over
by Claunch & Miller, Inc. Significant infrastructure rehabilitation projects were completed within
the City between 1993 and 2006, including reconstruction and replacement of roadways, water
lines, and sanitary sewers. Work has been completed in all areas of the city, but improvements
to drainage systems has in most parts of West University Place were limited to inlet upgrades and
replacement of existing pipes that were in poor condition or past their life expectancy. All
upgraded storm sewer elements were designed for a 2-year storm event per standard practice in
the Houston area.
Figure 7 illustrates the status of street rehabilitation work in the City of West University Place.
The streets categorized as “asphalt overlay” and “point repair” have been repaired as needed to
address condition issues but not fully rehabilitated since the 1993 priority area map and overall
City infrastructure plan were developed. All other West U streets have been fully rehabilitated.
The work completed within the City represents a significant commitment to updating infrastructure
within West University Place.
West U Street Rehabilitation
Status
Asphalt Overlay
Completed
Point Repairs
Completed

Figure 7: Roadway Rehabilitation Status Map Developed in 2017
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Brays Bayou and its Effect on West University Place
Introduction
Brays Bayou has a significant effect on drainage and flooding potential within the City of West
University Place. With a drainage area of 127 square miles, Brays Bayou is one of the major
drainage arteries in Harris and Fort Bend Counties. The channel of Brays Bayou and most of its
tributaries have been deepened, widened, and straightened over the years to improve flow
capacity, and the channel of Brays Bayou itself is concrete lined for much of its length.
Project Brays
The Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD) has worked for a number of years on a series
of major drainage improvements known as Project Brays, a cooperative program funded via
federal/local cooperation and administered locally by the HCFCD. Project Brays has added large
regional detention facilities, channel improvements, and bridge replacements in an extensive
effort to reduce flooding potential along the main stem of Brays Bayou.
Notwithstanding all of these efforts, severe rainfall may still cause the flood level in Brays Bayou
to reach a point where either flood flows overtop the banks of the bayou and directly flood streets
and homes within West University Place or the backwater effect from the Bayou reduces the
efficiency of the storm sewers and channels that drain the city, causing secondary flooding of
streets and homes when local rainfall is heavy. Figure 8 illustrates the effective floodplain
boundaries published in 2007 and currently recognized by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) in the vicinity of the City of West University Place. Note that these boundaries do
not reflect the benefits of Project Brays, which are projected to reduce, but not eliminate, the
potential for flooding along the Bayou.

Figure 8: FEMA Effective Brays Bayou Floodplain (Approved June 18, 2007)
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Other Factors to Consider
It is important to note that flooding may occur in West University Place even if flood elevations in
Brays Bayou do not exceed the top of bank elevation or the 100-year flood elevation. Ground
elevations in the City are lower than Brays Bayou 100-year flood levels in a significant portion of
the city, and even a 10-year flood elevation in Brays Bayou may cause enough backwater effect
to reduce storm sewer efficiency or create street flooding as water travels up the storm sewer
systems and flows out of inlets.
Stream Gages and Historical Data
Stream gages operated by the HCFCD are located along the entire length of Brays Bayou. Two
of those gages (South Main and Stella Link) are located in the immediate vicinity of the City of
West University Place. Figure 9 illustrates the locations of those gages relative to the corporate
boundaries of the City.

Brays Bayou
at Stella Link

Brays Bayou
at South Main

Figure 9: Harris County Flood Warning System Web Page with Gage Locations near West U
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Significant flood events along Brays Bayou have been recorded since 1973. Table 1 presents a
summary of some of the more significant events with high water mark (HWM) elevations at the
South Main and Stella Link crossings of Brays Bayou. The first few rows of Table 1 provide top of
bank and flood frequency elevation data for each gage. The bottom portion provides high water
mark elevations for various storm events.
Table 1: Brays Bayou Gage Data

Data for South Main Gage
Condition/Event

Elevation
45.0

Top of Bank
10-Year

1

50-Year

1

41.0
43.1

100-Year

1

500-Year

1

Data for Stella Link Gage
Condition/Event

Elevation
48.4

Top of Bank
10-Year

1

50-Year

1

45.5
47.5

45.7

100-Year

1

50.0

500-Year

1

49.6
51.8

Date

Event

HWM Elev.

Date

Event

HWM Elev.

6/18/1973

-----

41.21

6/18/1973

-----

45.08

8/31/1981

-----

41.51

8/31/1981

-----

46.08

8/18/1983

Alicia

37.41

8/18/1983

Alicia

42.68

42.41

No Data 2

-----

-----

No Data

9/19/1983

-----

2

8/1/1989
No Data 2

Chantal

38.81

-----

-----

-----

-----

3/4/1992

-----

44.98

10/18/1994

-----

42.21

10/18/1994

-----

45.98

9/11/1998

Frances

39.61

9/11/1998

Frances

44.28

6/9/2001

Allison

42.91

6/9/2001

Allison

48.38

11/17/2003

-----

40.61

11/17/2003

-----

46.38

9/13/2008

Ike

41.30

9/13/2008

Ike

45.90

4/28/2009

-----

36.50

4/28/2009

-----

43.00

1/9/2012

-----

40.50

1/9/2012

-----

45.70

5/26/2015

Memorial Day

42.90

5/26/2015

Memorial Day

48.30

4/18/2016

Tax Day

42.10

4/18/2016

Tax Day

46.50

-----

-----

1/18/2017

-----

45.70

8/27/2017

Harvey

45.70

8/27/2017

Harvey

49.70

7/4/2018

-----

37.33

7/4/2018

-----

41.28

No Data

1

2

Flood elevations for 10-year, 50-year, 100-year, & 500-year events reflect preProject Brays conditions.

2

"No Data" indicates that elevation data for this event not available from the HCFCD
Flood Warning System website. Data reflects pre-Project Brays conditions.

Blue shading of cells in the table indicate occasions when the 10-year (10% annual chance) flood
elevation was exceeded. A bold red elevation indicates a high water mark that is above the 100year (1% annual chance) flood elevation. The following graphs illustrate the typical Brays Bayou
cross-section at the South Main and Stella Link crossings of the channel. These graphs can be
used to determine the general depth of flow at each location for a given historical event and the
relationship of the high water elevations tabulated above to the top of bank of Brays Bayou.
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Note: Flooding may occur in areas on either side of Brays Bayou even if the banks of the channel are not overtopped by a given
flood level. This is due to the fact that many areas on either side of the Bayou are at elevations lower than the channel top of
bank elevation.
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Note: Flooding may occur in areas on either side of Brays Bayou even if the banks of the channel are not overtopped by a given
flood level. This is due to the fact that many areas on either side of the Bayou are at elevations lower than the channel top of
bank elevation.

Major West U Drainage Systems
The City’s drainage system is divided into five (5) following major drainage areas are illustrated
in Figure 10 below.
LEGEND
Trunk Line / Channel
Watershed Boundary

Bissonnet

Buffalo Speedway

Poor Farm Ditch

Academy Street

Holcombe

Figure 10: West University Place Major Drainage Areas & Major Trunk Lines / Channels

The watershed areas within West University Place that are indicated above, the type of
drainage system, and their acreage are provided in the following list.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Academy Street (272 Acres - Storm Sewer)
College Avenue / Shared System ( 157 Acres - Storm Sewer)
Poor Farm Ditch (339 Acres – Concrete-Lined Open Channel)
Buffalo Speedway (360 Acres - Storm Sewer)
Kirby Drive (190 Acres - Storm Sewer)

Flood waters from these major drainage areas are ultimately conveyed away from the City via
five corresponding main channels and storm sewer trunk lines.
x
x
x
x
x

Academy Street Trunk Line (Kilmarnock Ditch)
College Avenue / Shared System Trunk Lines (Poor Farm Ditch)
Poor Farm Ditch Channel (Brays Bayou)
Buffalo Speedway Trunk Line (Poor Farm Ditch),
Kirby Street Trunk Line (Brays Bayou)
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Storm runoff collected in each of these major storm water conveyances ultimately makes its way
into Brays Bayou. Of the five major systems four (Academy Street, Poor Farm Ditch, Buffalo
Speedway, and Kirby Drive) receive significant storm runoff from the City of Houston. Two
(College Avenue / Shared System and Poor Farm Ditch) receive storm runoff from the City of
Southside Place. Each of these major drainage systems is further discussed in subsequent
sections of this report.

Academy Street Drainage Area
The Academy Street storm sewer system
outfalls into Kilmarnock Ditch (HCFCD Unit
D113-00-00). Kilmarnock Ditch is an earthen
channel which extends southward from
Holcombe Boulevard to Brays Bayou. Portions
of the City of Bellaire and the City of Houston
also drain to Kilmarnock Ditch.
Prior Study
Six (6) specific intersections within the Academy
Street drainage service area were evaluated
between February and April, 2016. Preliminary
storm sewer sizes were calculated for Academy
Street trunk line and a rough cost estimate for
improvements and detention was developed.
This effort was documented in an April 21, 2016
report titled “Preliminary Storm Sewer Drainage
Analysis for Six Ponding Locations in the
Academy Street Drainage System in West
University Place” (Appendix B).

272 Acres
Capacity
< 2-Year

Results from City-Wide Drainage Study
The results of more recent evaluations
completed in 2017-18 indicate that existing
storm sewer infrastructure within the Academy
Street drainage area generally does not satisfy
current 2-year capacity requirements as
recognized by the City. A few pipes do satisfy
the 2-year requirement (some small branch
systems with limited drainage areas, plus a
small system just north of Bissonnet and a small
system south of Bissonnet that ties to the City of
Houston trunk line west of the railroad).
However, the collector lines and the main trunk
Figure 11: Academy Street Drainage Area
line along Academy Street do not provide the
minimum design capacity. These results are consistent with the findings of the April 21, 2016
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report. The main trunk line along Academy is further discussed in the Trunk Line Projects
section of this report.
Kilmarnock Ditch
Kilmarnock ditch receives storm water from
the Academy Street trunk line and conveys
it to Brays Bayou. In response to flooding
concerns, HCFCD initiated a regional
drainage study of Poor Farm Ditch and
Kilmarnock Ditch in 2002. The study findings
were published in 2004 in a report entitled
“Poor Farm & Kilmarnock Regional Study”
(2004 Study). Findings from the study
showed that Kilmarnock Ditch has adequate
capacity to convey runoff from a 100-year
storm event. However, the channel crossing
at the Beechnut Street/North Braeswood
Boulevard bridge, and the culverts at the
Brays Bayou outfall, were found to be Figure 12: Kilmarnock Ditch Outfall into Brays Bayou
inadequate and in need of enlargement.
These structures are south of the City of
West University Place. The Harris County
Flood Control District has not identified a
project or time frame for upgrading these
structures.
The 2004 study also concluded it would be
necessary to mitigate the impacts of the
proposed Kilmarnock Ditch improvements
on Brays Bayou by providing storm water
detention along Brays Bayou. It was
estimated that 21 acre-feet of mitigation was
necessary to mitigate impacts of the
proposed Kilmarnock Ditch improvements.
Figure 13: Kilmarnock Ditch at N. Braeswood Blvd.

In 2010, HCFCD participated with the City of
(Looking North)
Houston in the construction of the Meyer
Stormwater Detention Basin (HCFCD Unit D500-08-00), which created a total of 191 acre-feet of
storm water storage (152 acre-feet for the City of Houston and 39 acre-feet for the HCFCD). This
storage was eligible to be used for storm drainage mitigation projects between Fondren Road and
State Highway 288, which included proposed improvements on Poor Farm Ditch and Kilmarnock
Ditch.
The 2004 study was subsequently re-evaluated in 2013, at which time the HCFCD determined
that the 21 acre-feet of detention storage identified in the 2004 study was not needed and could
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be re-purposed for other uses. The District subsequently sold 9.1 acre-feet of Meyer Tract
detention storage to the City of West University Place to fully address detention requirements
associated with drainage improvements along College Avenue, which were completed in 2009.
An August 2014 Fact Sheet published by the Harris County Flood Control District summarizing
the various Kilmarnock Ditch studies, evaluations, and updates can be found in Attachment B to
this report.

Poor Farm Ditch Drainage Area
Poor Farm Ditch drains southward from Bissonnet Avenue to Brays Bayou, passing completely
through the City from north to south. Poor Farm Ditch also collects storm runoff from the areas
that drain to the College Street and
Shared System storm sewers as
described in the College Avenue
Drainage Area. Figure 14 illustrates
the boundaries of the area within
West University Place that drains to
Poor Farm Ditch.

Findings from the 2004 study
showed that Poor Farm Ditch
upstream of University Boulevard
had adequate capacity to convey
runoff from a 50-year storm event.
From Bellaire Boulevard downstream to the confluence with Brays
Bayou there was capacity to convey
runoff from a 100-year storm event.
However, the reach of Poor Farm
Ditch between University and
Bellaire Boulevards was found to
have only approximately 10-year
capacity and would have to be
significantly enlarged to convey
hdrinc.com

339 Acres

Existing Capacity
10-Year
50-Year
100-Year

Poor Farm Ditch

HCFCD Studies: 2004, 2009, 2017
In response to flooding concerns
and failing infrastructure along Poor
Farm Ditch, the HCFCD initiated a
regional drainage study to investigate improvements that might be
considered to resolve the identified
problems. The study findings were
published in 2004 in a report entitled
the “Poor Farm & Kilmarnock
Regional Study” (2004 Study).

Arch Bridge

Bellaire Boulevard

Figure 14: Poor Farm Ditch Drainage Area
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runoff from a 100-year storm event. Furthermore, it was determined that the Bellaire Boulevard
bridge across Poor Farm Ditch needed to be widened because it was a constraint to storm water
conveyance. That bridge was subsequently improved via the construction of a concrete arch
span.
Further study by the HCFCD in 2009 revealed that proposed improvements to the channel
between University Boulevard and Bellaire Boulevard would be limited by right-of-way (ROW)
constraints, and a 100-year channel design would not be feasible without obtaining additional
ROW. The study concluded that if proposed bridge and channel improvements were limited to fit
within the existing ROW on Poor Farm Ditch, the required mitigation storage requirement could
be reduced to 13.5 acre-feet.
As referenced in the previous section of this report, the HCFCD participated with the City of
Houston in the construction of the Meyer Storm water Detention Basin to provide storage for
application to storm drainage mitigation projects between Fondren Road and State Highway
288. Proposed improvements to Poor Farm Ditch were included in the projects to which Meyer
Tract detention could be applied.

Southside Place

West U

Figure 15: Damage along Poor Farm Ditch – Looking North (Freese & Nichols 2017)
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In 2017, the HCFCD performed further evaluations on Poor Farm Ditch. This evaluation is
documented in a September 2017 report titled “Poor Farm Ditch Conveyance Preliminary
Engineering Report” (Appendix C). The report confirmed that the existing channel has 50-year
capacity between Bissonnet Street and University Boulevard, 10-year capacity between
University Boulevard and Bellaire Boulevard, and 100-year capacity downstream of Bellaire
Boulevard. The report described a number of alternatives for improving the channel in the midreach area between University Boulevard and Bellaire Boulevard. Figure 16 illustrates a typical
cross-section as presented in the Preliminary Engineering Report (PER) for the recommended
improvement alternative.

Figure 16: Typical PER Cross-Section for Recommended Poor Farm Ditch Improvement

This recommended alternative would provide approximately 50-year capacity within this
segment and consisted of a concrete-lined channel from University to Bellaire Boulevard. This
would put the Poor Farm Ditch capacity at the 50-year level for the entire channel upstream
(north) of Bellaire Boulevard and at the 100-year level downstream of Bellaire Boulevard.
Results from City-Wide Drainage Study
In the spring of 2018, storm sewer capacities were evaluated in the Poor Farm Ditch watershed.
A recent capacity evaluation revealed that storm sewers west of Poor Farm Ditch were typically
found to lack the current 2-year design capacity requirement. On the other hand, the systems
east of Poor Farm Ditch were generally found to have adequate capacity to satisfy the 2-year
capacity requirement. Approximately 34% of the tributary storm sewer lines draining to the Poor
Farm Ditch channel were found to have less than the current 2-year design capacity. Attachment C provides a graphical summary of the results of the city-wide capacity assessment.
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College Avenue / Shared System Drainage Area

Poor Farm Ditch

This drainage area has two drainage systems, both of which run down Bellaire Boulevard and
outfall into Poor Farm Ditch. The College
Avenue Drainage system was designed in
2007 and constructed in 2009 and was a
shared project between West University Place
and Southside Place. The remaining area in
this drainage area drains to a shared storm
sewer system that flows along the boundary
between the Cities of West University Place
and Southside Place. The shared system
drains significant areas in both cities.
2017 Drainage Study
The new storm sewer constructed along
College Avenue in 2009 significantly reduced
the area draining to the shared system west of
Auden Street, while related improvements
completed along Bellaire Boulevard provide
better outfall capacity to Poor Farm Ditch.
However, the results of a 2017 study indicated
that portions of the existing shared drainage
system still do not provide a standard 2-year
design capacity downstream of Case Street.
The study effort included the development of
alternatives that utilize the existing alignment
of the shared storm sewer between the City
and Southside Place, as well as an alternative
alignment along Auden Street within Southside
Place. This effort was documented in a July 6,
2017 report titled “Drainage Evaluation for
Dead-End Streets” (Appendix D).

Shared
System

Capacity
< 2-Year

157 Ac.

Results of 2018 City-Wide Drainage Study
In 2018, supplemental storm sewer
evaluations confirmed that the College Avenue
Figure 17: College Avenue / Shared System
trunk line satisfies the 2-year capacity
Drainage Area
requirement, and that the shared system
downstream of Case Street does not satisfy that same capacity requirement. In total,
approximately 34% of the storm sewer pipes within the College Avenue / Shared System drainage
area, including tributary storm sewer systems along Swarthmore Street and Oberlin Street, were
found to have less than 2-year design capacity. All of these findings confirmed the general results
of the 2017 drainage study.
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Buffalo Speedway Drainage Area
The Buffalo Speedway trunk line passes completely through the City from north to south and
ultimately empties into Poor Farm Ditch a short distance south of Bellaire Boulevard and
immediately west through an
easement across the sports field
of St. Vincent de Paul Catholic
Church. The outfall lies within the
City of Houston. The Buffalo
Speedway trunk line drains
significant areas within the City of
Houston north of Bissonnet and
south of Bellaire Boulevard.
Results from City-Wide Study
In the spring of 2018, capacity
evaluations of storm sewers
within the Buffalo Speedway
drainage area were completed.
The results indicated that the
capacity of the trunk line is less
than
the
2-year
capacity
requirement.
Storm
sewer
systems draining to the Buffalo
Speedway trunk line from the east
and west were generally found to
have sufficient capacity to satisfy
the 2-year design requirement,
although some systems (along
George-town Street, Duke Street,
Pitts-burg
Street,
Carnegie
Street, and Cason Street) do not
provide 2-year capacity. In total,
about 37% of the tributary storm
sewers are under capacity.

360 Ac.

Results from PER
A more detailed analysis of the
Figure 18: Buffalo Speedway Drainage Area
Buffalo Speedway system was
completed in the summer of 2018. That analysis included detailed 2D modeling of the existing
trunk line storm sewer and proposed improvements to the trunk line from Bissonnet to Poor
Farm Ditch. The Buffalo Speedway drainage analysis, results, and conclusions are presented
in a draft report dated October 19, 2018 and titled “Buffalo Speedway Improvements – Drainage
Preliminary Engineering Report” (Appendix A), which was completed in connection with the
proposed Buffalo Speedway Road Reconstruction project.
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Kirby Drive Drainage Area
The Kirby Drive storm sewer systems
extends southward from Bissonnet
Avenue to Brays Bayou. This system
drains the eastern portion of the City
of West University Place, in addition
to significant areas within the City of
Houston. Kirby Drive lies within the
City of Houston, but tributary storm
sewers west of Kirby are within the
City of West University Place.
2016 Study
HDR completed a drainage study in
2016 for four intersections along
Wakeforest Avenue and found that
existing storm sewer pipe and inlets
at those intersections lack 2-year
capacity. Results from the study
were summarized in a report titled
“Preliminary Storm Sewer Drainage
Analysis for Four Ponding Locations
along Wakeforest Avenue in West
University Place” and dated April 21,
2016 (Appendix E).

190 Ac.

Results from City-Wide Study
The results of a 2018 evaluation of
existing drainage infrastructure in the
Kirby Drive drainage area were
mixed; about half of the systems
appear to provide 2-year capacity,
while the remaining systems do not.
Figure 19: Kirby Drive Drainage Area
Existing systems that do not appear
to have 2-year capacity include storm
sewers along Arbuckle, Wakeforest, Rice, Amherst, Fordham, Plumb, Tangley, Robinhood,
Nottingham, and Wroxton. These results were generally consistent with those obtained in
connection with the 2016 study described above.
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Planning Area Projects
Identification of Planning Areas
Between 1993 and 2006, the City of West University Place completed a number of significant
street rehabilitation projects for various priority areas through its infrastructure rehabilitation
program. Since 2007, the following additional projects have been completed:
x
x
x
x

College Avenue Improvements;
Cason Street Extension;
Ruskin & West College Rehabilitation; and
Inlets at Intersection of College Avenue & Southwestern Street.

Early rehabilitation projects generally did not involve storm sewer upgrades, but later projects did
include replacement of some storm sewers due to condition issues. All replacement elements
were designed to accommodate a 2-year design storm event. Drainage improvements were
incorporated into some specific street projects (as they were for the College Avenue project
completed in 2007), but in many areas only inlets and drainage leads (the pipes that connect the
inlets to the storm sewers) were upgraded while existing trunk line storm sewers remained in
place. In addition, while all of the storm sewer systems within the City were designed for a 2-year
storm event at the time of construction, the definition of a 2-year storm has changed over the
years, with drainage capacity requirements generally increasing. This change has occurred as
the period of record for historical rainfall records has increased and the reliability of statistical
analyses has improved. As a result, some of the storm sewer systems within the City of West
University Place do not meet current 2-year capacity requirements as recognized by the City of
West University Place. Those current capacity requirements have been applied to West University
Place drainage systems for the purposes of completing drainage evaluations for various portions
of the City as described in prior sections of this report.
Based on the results of the initial Phase I investigation previously described, Planning Areas 1, 2,
and 3 were prioritized for early consideration because:
x
x

storm sewers generally lack 2-year capacity; and
street rehabilitation work was not fully carried out in those areas in the city-wide
infrastructure rehab program of 1993 - 2006.

The storm drainage pipes in these areas will be upsized to provide adequate capacity for the
current 2-year storm event requirement, with a minimum pipe size of 24 inches. The opinion of
probable cost of construction for these areas is discussed in the next subsection. Major street
rehabilitation work, along with incidental work such as the reconstruction of private driveways and
accessible ramps, is included in the opinions of probable cost developed for Planning Areas 1 3. The boundaries of Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3 are illustrated in Figure 20 below, along with
the boundaries of nine (9) other areas where storm sewer upgrades are required, but streets have
been fully rehabilitated since 1993. Attachment C to this report is a full-sized version of this map.
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MAJOR DRAINAGE AREAS

Figure 20: Drainage Planning Area Boundaries
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Planning Area 1

The opinion of probable cost developed for
Planning Area 1 indicates a total cost of
$6,900,000 excluding any detention.
Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable cost
for each planning area.

Tangley

Fordham
Annapolis

Lake

Plumb

Charlotte

Wakeforest

This planning area covers an area of
approximately 63 acres. General street
rehabilitation work is required along
Wakeforest and Rice Streets, as only
concrete point repairs have been completed
along those streets in the past. Drainage
improvements are required along a number
of other streets. Approximately 84% of the
existing storm sewer pipe within Planning
Area 1 does not meet the 2-year capacity
requirement. For those other streets not
identified as streets with drainage issues or
paving issues, the removal and replacement of existing pavement will be limited to
quantities required in connection with the
proposed storm sewer upgrades.

Rice

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 21: Planning Area #1
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Planning Area 2

Amherst
University
Swarthmore

Case
Byron
Oberlin

Marquette

City of
Southside
Place

College

Villanova
Weslayan

This has is approximately
116 acres. For cost
management, this area
may be further divided into
Planning Areas 2A (South
– 65 acres) and 2B (North
– 51 acres). General street
rehabilitation
work
is
required along Swarthmore,
Case,
Byron,
Oberlin, Riley, Villanova,
Marquette, and Ruskin
Streets, as only concrete
point repairs or asphalt
overlays
have
been
completed along those
streets in the past. For
those other streets not
identified as streets with
drainage issues or paving
issues, the removal and
replacement of existing
pavement will be limited to
quantities
required
in
connection
with
the
proposed storm sewer
upgrades.

Southwestern
Riley
Ruskin

Bellaire Boulevard

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Approximately 36% of the
existing storm sewer pipe
Figure 22: Planning Area #2
within Planning Area 2
does not meet the 2-year capacity requirement. Note that improvements to the existing Shared
System trunk line are not included in the proposed Planning Area 2 improvements. Those trunk
line improvements are treated as a separate project.
The opinion of probable cost developed for Planning Area 2 indicates a total cost of $8,400,000
excluding detention. Attachment D provides details on the development of an opinion of probable
cost for each planning area.
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Planning Area 3

Approximately 84% of the existing storm
sewer pipe within Planning Area 3 does
not
meet
the
2-year
capacity
requirement. Note that improvements to
the existing Academy Street trunk line
are not included in the proposed
Planning Area 3 improvements. Those
trunk line improvements are treated as a
separate project.

University
Community

Swarthmore
Case
West Point

Byron

Academy

This area covers a total of 114 acres. For
cost management, this area may be
further divided into Planning Areas 3A
(South – 46 acres) and 3B (North – 68
acres). General street rehabilitation work
is required along Swarthmore, Case,
Byron, Oberlin, Villanova, Marquette,
Riley, Ruskin, Cason, and Community
Streets, as only concrete point repairs or
asphalt overlays have been completed
along those streets in the past.
For
those streets not identified as streets
with drainage issues or paving issues,
the removal and replacement of existing
pavement will be limited to quantities
required in connection with the proposed
storm sewer upgrades.

Oberlin
Villanova
Marquette

Southwestern

Riley

Ruskin

Cason

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity

The opinion of probable cost developed
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity
for Planning Area 3 indicates a total cost
of $9,400,000 excluding detention.
Figure 23: Planning Area #3
Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable cost for each planning area.
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Marlowe

Tennyson

Academy

Coleridge
West Point

This planning area covers a total area of
approximately 62 acres. Approximately
88% of the existing storm sewer pipe
within Planning Area 4 does not satisfy
the 2-year capacity criterion.
No
roadway rehabilitation work is required
in this planning area. Only the removal
and replacement of existing pavement
required in connection with the proposed
storm sewer upgrades will be
completed. Note that improvements to
the existing Academy Street trunk line
are not included in the proposed
Planning Area 4 improvements. Those
trunk line improvements are treated as a
separate project. Information on trunk
line projects may be found in the Trunk
Line Projects section of this report and in
Attachment E.

Community

Planning Area 4

Rice

Milton

Amherst

University

The opinion of probable cost developed
for Planning Area 4 indicates a total cost
of $3,300,000 excluding detention.
Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable
cost for each planning area.

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 24: Planning Area #4
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Planning Area 5
This planning area covers a total area of
approximately 64 acres. Drainage from
this planning area is split between the
Academy Drive storm sewer system and
Poor Farm Ditch.
Browning

The opinion of probable cost developed
for Planning Area 5 indicates a total cost
of $4,500,000 excluding detention.
Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable
cost for each planning area.

Marlowe

College

Arnold

Weslayan

Approximately 100% of the existing
storm sewer pipe within Planning Area 6
does not meet the 2-year capacity
criterion. Roadway rehabilitation work
was previously completed for this
planning area.
Therefore, only the
removal and replacement of existing
pavement required in connection with the
proposed storm sewer upgrades will be
completed.

Coleridge
Tennyson

Rice

Milton

Amherst

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 25: Planning Area #5
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Planning Area 6

The opinion of probable cost developed
for Planning Area 6 indicates a total cost
of $2,600,000 excluding detention.
Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable
cost for each planning area.

Notthingham

Robinhood

Arnold
Auden

This planning area covers a total area of
approximately 51 acres. Approximately
85% of the existing storm sewer pipe
within Planning Area 6 does not meet the
2-year capacity criterion.
Roadway
rehabilitation work was previously
completed for this planning area, and thus
only the removal and replacement of
existing pavement required in connection
with the proposed storm sewer upgrades
will be completed.

Tangley

Plumb

Georgetown

Rice

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 26: Planning Area #6
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Planning Area 7

The opinion of probable
cost developed for
Planning Area 7 indicates
a total cost of $2,700,000
excluding detention.
Attachment D provides
details on the
development of an
opinion of probable cost
for each planning area.

hdrinc.com

Albans
Albans

Sunset

Nottingham
Robinhood

Poor Farm Ditch

This planning area covers
a
total
area
of
approximately 57 acres.
Approximately 88% of the
existing storm sewer pipe
within Planning Area 7
does not meet the 2-year
capacity
requirement.
Roadway
rehabilitation
work
was
previously
completed
for
this
planning area, and thus
only the removal and
replacement of existing
pavement required in
connection
with
the
proposed storm sewer
upgrades
will
be
completed.

Arnold

Tangley

Plumb

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 27: Planning Area #7
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Planning Area 8

The opinion of probable cost developed
for Planning Area 8 indicates a total cost
of $2,000,000 excluding detention.
Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable
cost for each planning area.

University

Fernwood

Pemberton

Barbara

Kirby

Wakeforest

This planning area covers a total area of
approximately 70 acres. Approximately
20% of the existing storm sewer pipe
within Planning Area 7 does not satisfy
the 2-year capacity criterion. Roadway
rehabilitation work was previously
completed for this planning area, and
thus only the removal and replacement of
existing pavement required in connection
with the proposed storm sewer upgrades
will be completed.

Carolina

Pittsburg

Centenary

Arbuckle

Talbot

Cason

Werlein

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 28: Planning Area #8
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The opinion of probable cost
developed for Planning Area 9
indicates a total cost of
$2,800,000 excluding detention.
Attachment D provides details on
the development of an opinion of
probable cost for each planning
area.
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Sewaneee

Rutgers

Duke

Pittsburg

Carnegie

Westchester

This planning area covers a total
area of approximately 60 acres.
Approximately 70% of the existing
storm sewer pipe within Planning
Area 9 does not meet the 2-year
capacity requirement. Roadway
rehabilitation work was previously
completed for this planning area,
and thus only the removal and
replacement of existing pavement
required in connection with the
proposed storm sewer upgrades
will be completed.
Note that
improvements to the existing
Buffalo Speedway trunk line are
not included in the proposed
Planning Area 9 improvements.
Those trunk line improvements
are treated as a separate project.
Information on trunk line projects
may be found in the Trunk Line
Projects section of this report and
in Attachment E.

Buffalo Speedway

Planning Area 9

Cason

Bellaire Boulevard
Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 29: Planning Area #9
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Planning Area 10

Pittsburg

Carnegie
Vanderbilt

The opinion of probable cost developed
for Planning Area 10 indicates a total
cost of $2,800,000 excluding detention.
Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable
cost for each planning area.

Georgetown

Buffalo Speedway

Planning Area 10 covers a total area of
approximately 39 acres. Approximately
71% of the existing storm sewer pipe
within Planning Area 10 does not satisfy
the 2-year capacity requirement.
Roadway rehabilitation work was
previously completed for this planning
area, and thus only the removal and
replacement of existing pavement
required in connection with the proposed
storm sewer upgrades will be completed.
Note that improvements to the existing
Buffalo Speedway trunk line are not
included in the proposed Planning Area
10 improvements. Those trunk line
improvements are treated as a separate
project. Information on trunk line projects
may be found in the Trunk Line Projects
section of this report and in Attachment
E.

Cason

Bellaire Boulevard

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 30: Planning Area #10
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Bissonnet

Wroxton

Albans

The opinion of probable cost developed for Planning
Area 11 indicates a total cost of $3,100,000 excluding
detention. Attachment D provides details on the
development of an opinion of probable cost for each
planning area.

Kirby

This planning area covers a total area of
approximately 43 acres. Approximately 59% of the
existing storm sewer pipe within Planning Area 11
does not satisfy the 2-year capacity requirement.
Roadway rehabilitation work was previously
completed for this planning area, and thus only the
removal and replacement of existing pavement
required in connection with the proposed storm sewer
upgrades will be completed.

Wakeforest

Planning Area 11

Robinhood

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 31: Planning Area #11
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Planning Area 12

Academy

Dartmouth

Sunset

Lehigh
Emory

Fairmont

The opinion of probable cost developed for
Planning Area 12 indicates a total cost of
$3,700,000 excluding detention. Attachment
D provides details on the development of an
opinion of probable cost for each planning
area.

Albans

Community

This planning area covers a total area of
approximately 54 acres. Approximately 70% of
the existing storm sewer pipe within Planning
Area 12 does not satisfy the 2-year capacity
requirement. Roadway rehabilitation work
was previously completed for this planning
area, and thus only the removal and
replacement of existing pavement required in
connection with the proposed storm sewer
upgrades will be completed.

Judson

Within 5% of 2-Year Capacity
Has 2-Year Capacity
Does Not have 2-Year Capacity

Figure 32: Planning Area #12
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Opinions of Probable Construction Cost for Planning Areas
The probable costs of construction for Planning
Areas 1 through 12 are summarized in the table at
right. The figure below illustrates the locations and
extents of the various planning areas identified in
connection with the city-wide study.
The costs presented here account for drainage
improvements, ancillary pavement removal and
replacement, and roadway rehabilitation work in
Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3. Note that these costs
do not account for detention. Additionally, these
costs do not account for improvements to the trunk
lines along Academy Street, Buffalo Speedway, or
the shared system within the College Avenue
drainage area.
Table 2: Probable Costs for Planning Areas 1 – 12

Figure 33: Planning Area Locations & Extents
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Trunk Line Projects
The storm sewer capacity upgrades proposed for tributary systems in Planning Areas 1 through
12 will be fully utilized only when the receiving trunk lines in the Academy Street, Buffalo
Speedway, College Avenue/Shared System areas are also improved to satisfy the 2-year design
criteria. This section of the report describes the storm sewer trunk line improvements that are
required to achieve this goal. Details regarding the opinions of probable cost referenced in this
section of the report may be found in Attachment E to this report.

Academy Street
Academy Street has an average width of 27
feet and houses the main trunk line for the
Academy Street drainage area. That trunk line
drains areas within the City of Houston as well
as a significant portion of West University
Place. As discussed in the Major Drainage
Areas section of this report, a recent analysis
indicates that the main trunk line along
Academy Street does not provide the minimum
2-year design capacity as currently defined.

Existing
Trunk Line

Three options were identified for satisfying the
infrastructure improvement requirements for
the Academy Street storm sewer trunk line.
The Base Option calls for the existing trunk
line to be removed and replaced along the
existing alignment, which follows Academy
Street to Bellaire Boulevard, and then Bellaire
Boulevard to Kilmarnock Ditch. Alternative #1
to the Base Option calls for a new,
supplemental storm sewer system to be
constructed along the western boundary of
West University Place, while Alternative #2 to
the Base Option calls for a supplemental
system to be constructed along Community
Drive.
The Base Option, which would involve an
upgrade of the existing Academy street trunk
line along the existing alignment to satisfy 2year capacity requirements, has a probable
cost of approximately $14,700,000. Error!
Reference source not found. shows the base
alignment along Academy Street. Following is
Figure 34: Existing Academy Street Storm Sewer
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a list of pros and cons associated with the base option.
x

x

Base Option Advantages
o Preserves Existing Drainage Patterns
o Takes Advantage of General West to East Slope in Existing Topography
o Potential for a Phased Approach to Coincide with Planning Areas 3A, 3B, & 4
Base Option Disadvantages
o An Existing Duct Bank is Present Within the Easement
o Additional Detention Requirements for Trunk Line Improvement
o Disruption to Traffic on a “Through” Street with Significant Traffic
o Maximizes Work Along Bellaire Boulevard in City of Houston

Alternative #1 to the base option involves the
installation of new storm sewers along an
existing pipeline easement located just west of
the western boundary of the City. For this
alternative, some of the runoff from the
Academy Street drainage area would be
redirected from the existing trunk line, which
would remain in place along Academy Street,
into the new supplemental relief trunk line along
the pipeline easement, reducing or eliminating
hydraulic overloading of the existing trunk line
for the 2-year design storm event. This
approach would allow the combined Academy
Street system to provide the required 2-year
capacity.

Existing
Trunk Line

Alternative #1 has a probable cost of
approximately $6,700,000 and is the City’s
preferred alignment based on the benefits cited
below. However, it should be noted that this
cost does not account for acquisition of the
pipeline property or an easement. Real estate
requirements, including property acquisition,
are difficult to predict and can significantly alter
the estimated probable cost of construction.
Additional complications may arise in
connection with co-locating a large trunk line
storm sewer in close proximity to existing
pipelines. Following is a list of pros and cons
associated with this alternative.
x

Pipeline
Easement
Route
Existing
Trunk Line
to Remain

Alternative #1 Advantages
o Apparent Lower Probable Cost of
Construction
Figure 35: Alternative #1 - Pipeline Route
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x

o Minimal Disruption for Residents along Academy Street
o Reduces Work along Bellaire Boulevard
o Potential for Linear Detention
o Potential for Open Recreational Space
o Potential for a Phased Approach to Coincide with Planning Areas 3A, 3B, & 4
Alternative #1 Disadvantages
o One or More Crude Oil Lines are Present Within the Easement
o Close Proximity to Railroad Tracks and Trains
o Existing Residential Encroachments on Easement must be Resolved
o Additional Detention Requirements for Trunk Line Improvement
o May Require Property Acquisition, Drainage Easements, Construction Easements,
and Other Permits

Alternative #2 would involve the construction
of a “relief trunk line” along Community Drive
near the western boundary of the City of West
University Place, utilizing portions of existing
infrastructure. Similar to Alternative #1, some
of the runoff from the Academy Street drainage
area would be redirected from the existing trunk
line into the new supplemental trunk along
Community Drive to provide adequate
combined capacity for the expanded system to
accommodate the 2-year design storm event.
The opinion of probable construction cost for
Alternative #2 is approximately $10,500,000,
higher than the cost of Alternative #1, primarily
due to removal and replacement of street
paving, which is avoided for Alternative #1.
Following is a list of pros and cons associated
with this alternative.
x

x

Alternative #2 Advantages
o Lower Probable Cost of
Construction than the Base Option
o Minimal Disruption for Residents
along Academy Street
o Minimizes Work along Bellaire
Boulevard
o Potential for a Phased Approach to
Coincide with Planning Areas 3A,
3B, & 4

Existing
Trunk Line

Community
Drive
Route

Existing
Trunk Line
to Remain

Alternative #2 Disadvantages
o Additional Detention Requirements
for Trunk Line Improvement
o Significant Disruption to Residents
Along Community Drive
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o

Work Space is More Limited /
Restricted

Figure 36: Alternative #2 - Community Drive Route

Following is a summary of opinion of probable cost values for the various alternatives. Again, it
should be noted that the probable cost for Alternative #1 does not include property acquisition
costs or costs associated with removing any obstructions or encroachments from the pipeline
easement. It is recommended that alternatives for grant funding be evaluated and pursued as
appropriate. Also note that off-site detention costs are not included in the estimated probable
costs for either the Base Option, Alternative #1, or Alternative #2.
x
x
x

Base Option (Construction Along Academy Street):
Alternative #1 (Construction Along Pipeline Easement):
Alternative #2 (Construction Along Community Drive):

$14,700,000
$ 6,700,000
$10,500,000

College Avenue / Shared System
The content of this section is related to previous drainage planning and feasibility investigations
performed in the initial stages of Phase I for the nine (9) dead-end streets that drain to an existing
storm sewer system located along the shared corporate boundary between West University Place
and Southside Place. The aforementioned effort is documented in a July 6, 2017 report titled
“Drainage Evaluation for Dead-End Streets” (Appendix D).
The report concludes that the
“existing shared storm sewer system along the corporate boundary between the cities of West
University Place and Southside Place lacks
Proposed University
capacity to accommodate a standard 2-year
Blvd. Storm Sewer
storm event.” Specifically, the existing
shared system is under capacity between
Existing College
Case Street and Bellaire Boulevard.
Ave. System
The recommended improvement alternative
involves the construction of a new parallel
system along Auden Street within the City of
Southside Place, with the existing shared
system left in place. Auden Street is located
just to the east of, and parallel to, the shared
boundary between West University Place
and Southside Place. It runs in the northsouth direction and is approximately 27 feet
wide and 3,150 feet long between University
and Bellaire Boulevards. The addition of the
Auden Street system provides additional
capacity needed to accommodate the 2-year
storm. The connection of inlets along Auden
Street to the shared system would be
eliminated under this plan.

Exist. Shared
Storm Sewer

Proposed Auden
St. Storm Sewer

Capacity
< 2-Year

A variant to this recommendation involves
Figure 37: Proposed Auden St. Trunk Line Project
the construction of a new storm sewer along
University Boulevard in addition to the proposed new storm sewer along Auden Street. The
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opinion of probable cost is approximately $3,100,000 with the additional West University storm
sewer included. Figure 37 illustrates the proposed Auden Street storm sewer alignment.

Buffalo Speedway
The results of the city-wide drainage assessment (Phase 1 study as previously described)
indicated that the existing Buffalo Speedway drainage system does not have sufficient capacity
to accommodate a 2-year design storm event. Improvements are required to bring the system up
to 2-year design capacity. In the Phase 2 study, an improvement plan was developed using
detailed 2D modeling techniques to analyze the existing trunk line system and proposed
improvements to that system. The approach taken with regard to the Buffalo Speedway
improvements was to leave existing 66-inch to 72-inch storm sewers in place and to incorporate
flow regulators into a proposed new box culvert storm sewer system to provide in-line detention
storage. The existing single 66-inch storm sewer pipe crossing Bissonnet Street was assumed
to be left in place to regulate flows into West University Place from the City of Houston.
Similarly, the existing dual 66-inch storm sewers that pass through the Saint Vincent de Paul
Catholic Church property and connect Buffalo Speedway storm sewer to Poor Farm Ditch were
assumed for the purposes of analysis to be replaced with new, dual 66-inch pipes or hydraulically
equivalent storm sewers to regulate discharges into Poor Farm Ditch. For the purposes of cost
estimating, however, the existing dual 66-inch pipes were assumed to be replaced with dual 8’ x
8’ box culverts that provide full 2-year design capacity at a flow velocity of 3 feet per second,
consistent with the rest of the Buffalo Bayou trunk line system. This covers a possible future
condition in which the provision of off-site detention would Buffalo Speedway flow regulators to
be removed. Figure 38 illustrates the alignment of the Buffalo Speedway storm sewer.
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Buffalo Speedway
Storm Sewer
Alignment

Figure 38: Buffalo Speedway Trunk Line Project

Figure 39 illustrates the basic approach developed with regard to the placement of new storm
sewers between the existing storm sewer systems located on either side of Buffalo Speedway.
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Figure 39: Proposed Placement of New Buffalo Speedway Storm Sewers

The Buffalo Speedway drainage analysis, results, and conclusions are presented in a draft
October 19, 2018 report titled “Buffalo Speedway Improvements – Drainage Preliminary
Engineering Report” (Appendix A). The preliminary opinion of probable cost for drainage
improvements is approximately $15,200,000, for the full project from Bissonnet to Poor Farm
Ditch. The City of West University Place has secured Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
funding for this project through the Houston-Galveston Area Council (H-GAC), and design work
for the project is scheduled to begin in 2018. The TIP funding covers roadway work, including all
paving, curbs, inlets, and appurtenant structures directly related to roadway construction, but does
not cover the construction of the underground storm sewer trunk line. The initial estimate of
probable cost for roadway construction is $12,500,000. Combining the drainage and roadway
costs yields the following estimate of total probable cost. The City plans to pursue additional
grant funding for the drainage portion of the project.
x
x
x

Drainage Cost …………….... $15,200,000
Pavement Cost ……………… $12,500,000
Total Cost ……………………. $27,700,000

Note that the probable cost includes in-line storage, but does not include detention storage that
may be required should the City decide in the future to modify the Buffalo Speedway system in
such a manner as to eliminate the provided in-line storage.
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Detention Requirements
Detention is required when new development or drainage improvements increase the efficiency
of existing drainage systems, reducing the time required for an area to drain and increasing the
rate of runoff from that area. When downstream drainage systems cannot accommodate runoff
from a 100-year storm event, any increase in downstream flow rates must typically be mitigated
through the provision of detention storage. The 100-year storm is utilized in these situations as
the generally accepted standard of care in the Greater Houston area. Most of the storm sewer
system improvements previously described in this report will not operate at full capacity until trunk
line improvements are completed. When those trunk line improvements are completed (or in the
case of Buffalo Speedway, when flow regulators are removed), storm water detention will
generally be required to compensate for the increased efficiency of the West University Place
drainage systems and the resulting increases in downstream flow rates. Figure 40 provides an
estimate of estimated detention requirements based on proposed drainage improvements
throughout the City and the assumption that detention will eventually be required for all areas
within the City.

Note: Detention requirements are estimated using a
standardized rate of 0.12 acre-foot of storage per acre of area
where existing storm sewers are brought up to the 2-year
design standard and flow constraints and restrictions
between the affected area and outfall channel are effectively
eliminated.
Figure 40: Potential Long-Term Detention Requirement for Each Major Watershed
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As noted in Figure 40, the total estimated long-term detention storage requirement for the City is
approximately 158 acre-feet.
Detention storage is typically provided in three ways:
1. as in-line detention created by oversizing storm sewers;
2. as on-site detention provided on a development site in the form of a small pond; or
3. as off-site detention provided on a remote property in the form of a large regional
detention pond.
In-line detention is typically expensive, but in some cases (such as the Buffalo Speedway project),
it can be cost-effective due to the scarcity of land suitable for creating detention facilities. Because
West University Place is basically fully developed, there is little room for on-site detention facilities
within the corporate limits of the City. This leaves off-site regional or sub-regional detention, which
must be coordinated with the Harris County Flood Control District, the City of Houston, and other
entities within the Brays Bayou watershed. HDR has completed preliminary investigations into
the use of the Ruffino Hills property co-owned by the City of West University Place and the City
of Bellaire and the Willow Waterhole Bayou regional detention facility operated by the Harris
County Flood Control District. However, no specific plans or recommendations have been
identified to date with regard to the establishment of off-site, regional detention facilities for use
by the City of West University Place.
Storage may be provided via the creation of a new regional facility or the expansion of an existing
regional facility. Detention costs have not been estimated for this report, but it should be noted
that detention costs may be substantially reduced if land acquisition requirements can be reduced,
or if land can be acquired at a relatively low cost. The general recommendation developed with
regard to detention is for the City of West University Place to continue to coordinate with the Harris
County Flood Control District and City of Houston regarding the possible use of the Ruffino Hills
property, the Willow Waterhole regional detention site, or other existing or proposed regional
facility to accommodate West University’s detention requirements. Regional detention can
typically be implemented at a substantially lower cost than linear detention or multiple projectbased detention facilities.
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NOAA Atlas 14
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) published “Atlas 14, Volume 11
Precipitation-Frequency Atlas of the United States, Texas” in October 2018, after the
studies referenced in this report had been completed. This publication provides updated
rainfall data for storm events ranging from the 2-year through 1000-year recurrence interval
and from 5-minute to 60-day duration. NOAA Atlas 14 rainfall depths are generally higher
than values previously published by the National Weather Service and U.S. Geological
Survey, as indicated in the following table.

Duration
5-min
15-min
Pre-NOAA Atlas 14 Data
2-Year
0.7
1.1
100-Year
1.2
2.1
NOAA Atlas 14 Data
2-Year
0.58
1.17
100-Year
1.26
2.49

Summary of Rainfall Totals
Pre-NOAA Atlas 14 and NOAA Atlas 14
30-min
1-hour
2-hour
3-hour

6-hour

12-hour

1-day

1.5
3.0

2.0
4.3

2.3
5.7

2.6
6.7

3.1
8.9

3.7
10.8

4.4
13.2

1.67
3.48

2.22
4.78

2.79
6.89

3.13
8.48

3.75
11.30

4.40
14.00

5.11
14.90

The latter sources and “pre-Atlas 14” rainfall have been used in the Houston area for many
years for drainage infrastructure design. The pre-Atlas 14 data were used for the studies
described in this report. Local agencies, including the Harris County Flood Control District
(HCFCD), the Harris County Engineering Department, and the City of Houston, are reviewing
Atlas 14 rainfall data for possible use in County and City projects. While no definitive decision
has been made as of the date of this report as to exactly how the Atlas 14 data will be applied to
drainage infrastructure design, recent communications with persons familiar with the ongoing
review process indicate that Atlas 14 data will be used without modification.
In order to account for the potential adoption of Atlas
14 and use of increased rainfall values in the future,
an “Atlas 14” adjustment of 5% has been developed
opinions of probable cost generated for Planning
Areas 1 through 12. This value was computed by
evaluating the percent increase in rainfall depth for
storm durations of 15 minutes to 60 minutes
(durations for which most local storm sewer systems
are designed), which averages approximately 10%.
This factor was applied to all drainage items in each
opinion of probable cost (street repairs were assumed
not to be affected by the change in rainfall values),
which average about 50% of the total cost. The Atlas
14 adjustment is not applied to Trunk Line projects,
as the methods used for those projects to establish
drainage requirements and costs were more stringent
and somewhat more conservative than those applied
to the local planning area systems.
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Conclusion
The results of the city-wide drainage study indicate that about one-half of the total length of storm
sewer pipe within the City of West University Place does not satisfy the current 2-year capacity
standard. Trunk lines along Academy Street and Buffalo Speedway, in addition to the shared
system along the boundary between West University Place and Southside Place, are undersized
and in need of improvement. In order to facilitate the planning, funding, and implementation of
drainage projects within the City in manageable stages or phases, twelve (12) Planning Areas
have been established around the city, and a number of separate trunk line improvement projects
have been identified. Estimated probable costs associated with the general Planning Area
upgrades to tributary storm sewer systems and trunk line upgrades are summarized below.
Trunk Line Project Costs
Academy Street (Base Option) ….…………...
Shared System / Auden ……………………...
Buffalo Speedway ………………………….….
Sub-Total for Trunk Line Projects ..…….……

$ 14,700,000
$ 3,100,000
$ 15,200,000
$ 33,000,000

Planning Area Project Costs
Planning Area #1 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #2 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #3 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #4 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #5 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #6 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #7 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #8 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #9 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #10 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #11 ….……..……………………..
Planning Area #12 ….……..……………………..
Sub-Total for Planning Areas ..……………….

$ 6,900,000
$ 8,400,000
$ 9,400,000
$ 3,300,000
$ 4,500,000
$ 2,600,000
$ 2,700,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 2,800,000
$ 2,800,000
$ 3,100,000
$ 3,700,000
$ 52,200,000

Contingency for Update to NOAA Atlas 14 Rainfall $

2,600,000

Total for Trunk Lines & Planning Areas …………… $ 87,800,000
Future Detention Cost ………………………………….. $ TBD
Total Project Cost ……………………………………..... $ TBD
Note that these values do not include detention costs or property acquisition costs. Detention
evaluations completed in 2016-17 indicate that properties of the size necessary to provide regional
detention are not available within the City or within the immediate vicinity. Coordination with the
City of Houston and Harris County Flood Control District may allow West University Place to
negotiate terms regarding a regional detention arrangement that would prove beneficial and cost
effective to West University.
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